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Language, Literacy & Communication 

- Create a KWL grid (Know, want to know, learnt) 

about the topic.  

- Research ‘What is a Giant?’ Create a poster 

- Research ‘The tallest/shortest man’.  

- Pupils to generate a fact file about themselves. 

- Reading James and the giant peach and 

activities based on story: To make a character 

profile about James and the aunts, write a 

newspaper report about what happened to James' 

parents, Write, sort follow a recipe/set of 

instructions to teach someone how to make the 

tiny green things 

 

 

 

 

 

Mathematical Development 
 

- Measure height of each other and order from 

shortest to tallest. 

- Measure length/weight of ‘tiny green things’ from 

story of James and The Giant Peach using non-

standard units / standard units of measurement. 

- Compare hand/shoe sizes and order from smallest 

to largest. 

- Using 2d/3d shapes to create a model of a giant – 

counting and naming shapes. Learning shape 

properties. 

 

 

 

 

 

Expressive Arts 

 

- Create a 3 generation family tree.  

- Create a collage of themselves using 

materials/pictures/magazine 

cuttings. 

- Create a paper mache giant head. 

- Learn and sing songs about giants, 

e.g. Fee-Fi-Fo-Fum, and play musical 

instruments to represent the giant’s 

movement within the song. Create 

graphic scores. Re-enact a giant’s 

movement. 

 

 

PSD/Health & Wellbeing/RE  

- Read the book “The Smartest Giant 

in Town”. Look at the relationships 

between the different characters 

and how they show kindness, respect 

etc. How do the pupils show 

kindness; respect; being helpful etc. 

- Look at different scenarios which 

trigger happy/sad/angry feelings – 

link these to Jesus’ and their own 

lives 

Topic:  

Giants  

 

 

Science & Technology 

Humanities 

- Welsh Heritage project – Welsh 

buildings: Educational trip to St Fagans / 

Castell Henllys, create a factfile, create 

an animation using iPads.  

Map work - locating Wales, Pembrokeshire 

on map.  

- Map work - locating pupils' houses on 

map of Pembrokeshire using google Earth.  

- Forces and Motion activities – Rolling a 

peach down different surfaces and 

recording the time; push and pull 

experiments 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 Core Purposes 

 

- HOM 

- RRS 

- WRE 

Homework - Research and investigate ideal 

climates for peaches to grow; List of words 

describing taste of peach; Researching places 

where ‘Giant’ is in the name 

 


